SOLAR SPACE-LETTER
(NOW IN 53RD YEAR OF PUBLICATION)

“Good Evening to the people of
the earth planet. I am K------, Representative in and for the planet you of the earth call Jupiter. I am
honored to speak for the Honorable President of the Solar Presidium, Solar Tribunal, Solar Council. This
evening we have the following information which has been analyzed and correlated for release at this time
upon your earth planet.”

PRESENT TEACHINGS FOR PEOPLE OF EARTH
World Report: Recover ONENESS AND PEACE!
“It would be good advice if with individuals with whom you come into contact, and are willing to listen to what you have
to divulge to them or share with them, that individuals begin to understand to look to their own individual selves, and to
those with whom they are in contact with, as well as, their own FAMILY UNITS to begin to converse with one another,
find ways of agreeable situations find ways of PEACEFUL solutions to their problems.
Therefore that these individuals let it be understood that they seek to find that those with whom they have as governing
bodies upon your world (the earth planet), which at present is continuing to be called by its present name (but in future:
Terra) Saros and Shan, which means Repetitive Affliction, or repeating the same unfortunate MISTAKES again and again.
They need to make these changes so that your world begins to find CALMNESS and further to find that these situations
which have affected the conditions across your world will begin to SUBSIDE, that is, these continuing separations of your
earth, such as FAULTIC AND SEISMIC MOVEMENTS, and the VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS will begin to ease in their actions as
we (ETs) observe upon your earth….”
…
BERMUDA TRIANGLE SOLVED
Many people have wondered and feared what has come to be known as the ‘Bermuda Triangle’—where ships and
planes have disappeared …
…back to the days of Atlantis…went down in a great cataclysm some 15,000 years ago (B.C.E.—editor) which was also
confirmed and photographed by explorer Jacque Cousteau …
The Atlantean civilization solved the problem of energy for their everyday use, such as for cooking, …They were also
visited by alien beings … on a daily basis who monitored the progress of the Atlantean civilization for thousands of years.
At the time of the Atlantean civilization disaster, they (ETs) had built a gigantic crystal generator from which they drew
energy. When Atlantis submerged, the crystal generator continued to pulsate – creating a triangular force field in the
Bermuda region—thus coming to be known as the ‘Bermuda Triangle.’
The aliens explained this way: ‘The Bermuda Triangle is a remnant of the crystal generator, which is under deep water
and is still pulsating in energy from the higher dimensions. When ships or planes go into the RAY BEAM (capitalseditor), since it exists in extremely high frequencies, the physical atoms are transmuted into the inner dimensions. The
people are not disintegrated…only changed in frequency. …With proper psychic guidance it could be changed in
frequency output by a higher frequency….Concerning the use of crystal energy for present-day Earthmen…’A full-scale
tower will be 2,000 feet tall and 500 feet in diameter at the bottom…a gigantic Beam of power projected from the large
spherical lens atop the tower. All that will be necessary .. to tap into this great …power will be a spitball short antenna
placed upon the roof…”

